Trustee Hellmuth: former CIA front

by Jack Pleasance
Senior Staff Reporter

Notre Dame Trustee Paul F. Hellmuth acted as president and director of a CIA front organization engaged in illegal domestic spying and surveillance, according to John Marks, director of CIA projects for the Center for National Security Studies.

Marks told The Observer last night that Hellmuth, a Notre Dame graduate, headed Anderson Security Consultants, Inc. (ASC) a CIA owned and operated corporation established in the early 1960s and disbanded in 1974. The Anderson firm, legally chartered by the state of Virginia as a private industrial security consultant, actually conducted surveillance of domestic anti-war and civil rights activists, Marks alleged.

There is no question that he was doing this for the CIA...

Marks mentioned Hellmuth's involvement during a lecture Tuesday night on the Notre Dame campus. According to two sources, Marks had no plans to talk about Hellmuth or his alleged involvement in the CIA until he saw a picture of Hellmuth hanging on the wall at the Morris Inn and realized that he was a University trustee. He then decided to bring up Hellmuth's name in his speech, the sources said.

Hellmuth refused to comment on the allegations made in that speech when contacted by The Observer. "It's a matter that I don't wish to discuss," he said. He also refused to explain the exact nature of his firm's business and denied ever having worked for the government.

There is no question that he was doing this for the CIA," Marks said, refering to Hellmuth.

Marks said that ASC was disbanded at length in a Senate report under the code name of "Operation Merrimac." Although ASC is never named as such, according to Marks, the description of the corporation and its life span match those of "Operation Merrimac." This relationship was confirmed by sources unnamed by Marks. Marks said he received his information about Hellmuth from a "reliable, Congressional source." Hellmuth graduated with an A.B. degree from Notre Dame and an L.L.B. degree from Harvard Law School. He also attended the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), doing graduate work in management accounting.

During World War II he served in the U.S. Army, attaining the rank of Lieutenant Colonel. In 1947 he joined the Boston law firm of Hille and Durr, one of the largest law firms in New England, and was elected senior managing partner in 1955. Hellmuth is now retired from Hale and Dorr. He had been director of 28 businesses and corporations and has also served in the capacity of president, vice president and treasurer of firms such as W.R. Grace & Co., New York, Cabot, Cabot & Forbes Co., Boston and Ritz Carlton Hotel Co., Boston.

Hellmuth was named to the Notre Dame Board of Trustees in November, 1960.

SMC trial policy says:

If 21, you can drink on campus

by Joan Powley
St. Mary's Editor

St. Mary's students over the age of 21 are now officially permitted to consume alcoholic beverages in the privacy of their rooms for the first time in the college's history. This policy will be in effect for one year until Dec., 1978 on a trial basis. If no major problems arise, it will become official college policy next January, Dean of Student Affairs Kathleen Rice has announced.

Under this policy, students of legal age may not provide alcohol to minors. Nor may students over 21 consume liquor in any of the public areas of the dorms such as hallways, lounges or stairways. The students' doors must be kept closed while using alcohol to insure a reasonable noise level, to confine the gathering to a small group which would not overflow into the public area. Finally, "partying with alcohol" is not permitted in the dorms.

This new policy is not an open invitation for rowdy parties. It is to promote reasonable and responsible drinking in students' rooms, Student Body President Mary Rokavina commented about the student-initiated policy. Rice agreed with Rokavina, remarking, "I'm happy with the policy. It will help the students to be more responsible. I'm for anything which helps students to learn to drink more responsibly."

The rationale behind the new policy is that students 21 or older can and do drink alcoholic beverages off campus. The students should not be forced to leave campus to legitimize this behavior, the policy reads. Anyone who abuses this new privilege will be referred to the infirmary. First offense and to the Student Relations Board on the second offense. Second offenses may mean dismissal from the dorm. If such violations occur, the policy will be canceled.

Resident advisors will post the policy's guidelines in the various halls, and anyone with questions may consult them. Rice emphasized, however, that students 20 or older who wish to have guests over 21 may seek permission from their hall director and Director of Student Activities Mary Laverty to use a hall lounge for this purpose. The St. Mary's chuchhouse may also be reserved for such parties.

The Observer, St. Mary's Student Newspaper, July 18, 1978

Washington [AP] - President Carter said last night he would not hesitate to send U.S. troops to defend the Panama Canal, and I have no doubt that even in sustained combat we would be successful.

But Carter said the treaty to yield control of the waterway to Panama in the year 2000 would diminish the risk of any need for armed intervention to defend it.

Urging public support for Senate ratification of the Panama Canal treaty, Carter's firm pledge confronted one of the major points raised by opponents who complain that the pact does not spell out American defense rights.

That opposition argument deals with the situation after the year 2000 when the canal would be under Panamanian control when Carter, of course, would not be president.

In a nationally broadcast and televised "fireside chat," the second of his year-old presidency, Carter said approval of the treaty is "in the highest national interest of the United States and will strengthen our position in the world."

He said opposition to the treaty, due to come up for debate in the Senate next week, "is based on misunderstanding and misinformation."

Carter said there is a much better option "than sending our sons and grandsons to fight in the jungles of Panama," and that is implementation of the treaty. He said that will help to avoid any attack on the Panama Canal.

The president argued that ratification will strengthen U.S. economic interests, improve trade opportunities and honor a commitment to keep the canal open to world commerce at a fair price and "demonstrate that as a large and powerful country we are able to deal fairly with a proud but smaller sovereign nation."

Much of Carter's talk was devoted to posing questions often raised by treaty critics and providing his own answers. For example, he said, many Americans argue "we bought it, it's ours." His response was "we do not own the Panama Canal Zone - we have never had sovereignty over it" but rather have purchased the right to use it through annual payments to Panama.

"We have never needed to own the Panama Canal Zone," he said, "anymore than we need to own a mile-wide strip of land through Canada when we build an international gas pipeline."

Carter also raised the question of whether the United States would have the right to protect and defend the canal against any armed attack or threat to its security. [continued on p. 7]
Western Europe alerted for poisoned Jaffa oranges

CAIRO, Egypt - President Anwar Sadat huddled with American mediator Alfred Atherton yesterday to lay the groundwork for summit talks in Washington which Egyptian sources said would be "vital" to keeping the peace process alive. The meeting "provided the opportunity for a broad review of the full range of issues," said the Egyptian leader will be discussing with President Carter this weekend, an American spokesman said.

Coal shortage declared

LOGANSPORT, Ind. - A state of emergency due to a shortage of usable coal was declared here last night by the mayor, who said the city's municipal utility may have no coal available by mid-day today.

"I'm asking industry and businesses in the city and county to either close down or cut back their total operation," said Mayor Martin Monahan after making his city the first in the nation to have an emergency declared due to coal shortages.

Drivers liable

INDIANAPOLIS - Drivers would be liable for injuries to non-paying guest passengers and victims would have a voice in any plea bargaining agreements negotiated with their attackers under bills approved yesterday in the Indiana Senate.

Weather

Occasional light snow today, accumulating one inch or less. Highs today in the mid and upper teens. Tonight partly cloudy and colder. Low 5 to 10 degrees. Tomorrow there is a chance of snow developing with highs in the upper teens and low 20s.

On Campus Today

11 am lecture, "corporate takeovers, reasons and consequences of today's bidding contests," John Mcdonald, vice-president and chief financial officer, blouin inc.

1:15 pm lecture, "the silent private placement," Robert J. Davis, senior vice-president, paine, webber, jackson and curtis.

4:00 pm seminar, "rotational energy transfer between small molecules and excited rare gases," Dr Daniel H. Wincnic, nd conference room, radiation lab, sponsored by radiation lab.

7:00 pm mardi gras dealer's school, lemans.

7:30 pm meeting, for those interested in left toko program, international student's lounge, lafortune basement.

7:45 pm mardi gras dealer's school, holy cross (scc), nd conference room, radiation lab, sponsored by theology dept.

8:00 pm mardi gras dealer's school, mcardless.

9:15 pm mardi gras dealer's school, regina.

Students vandalize ND library prints

by Sue Wutzer

The seventh floor of the Memorial Library has been the site of recent student vandalism, according to David L. Sparks, director of the University's Medieval Institute, and Dr. George E. Sereko, assistant director of Public Services.

The area, which houses the University's Medieval Institute, has been decorated with various art prints by Dr. Caneo Gabriel, former director of the Institute. Sparks said that several of these prints have been defaced by students using ball point pens. "We can't repair them, and the cost of each one is approximately $60," he stated.

Sereko noted that the prints had been there for years and were carrels were placed on the floor. "I'm asking industry and businesses in the city and county to either close down or cut back their total operation," said Mayor Martin Monahan after making his city the first in the nation to have an emergency declared due to coal shortages.
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In response to the outbreak, you and I's latest foe—the flu. Through epidemic proportions?

Raging virus invades weary campus

by Loretta Hoch

Armed with shoelaces and scrapers for digging the drifts of the month's snowstorm, many Notre Dame students are anxious to trade their snow equipment for aspirin, orange juice, and a fever.

But if we get the support of both the faculty and alumnae, Dean of Student Body President Mary Rukavina is a very reasonable man.

"As long as I don't have to risk alienating any significant percentage of the student community, which would be likely to contribute to the spread of the virus, and, what's more, drive for a new library," Rukavina explained. "And I don't blame him. I realize that a Dean is a person.

But if we get the support of both the faculty and the alumnae, I could extend parietals as a result of snowstorms from the middle of March, April, and May," she specified.

"However, if either of these groups are in opposition to us, it would seriously hinder us. Our case would no longer be a strong one. I would then have to take," Rukavina said. "I would be very disappointed if it failed, but if we get no support from either group, it would definitely be in our best interest to get both in favor of us and realize the validity of our proposition.

Rukavina will address the Faculty Affairs Committee, Feb. 9 meeting. She will ask for its support and distribute copies of the proposal to the faculty. They will then have one week to make their individual decisions and return them to the administration.

Polling of the alumnae board is already in progress. Rukavina should have those results by Feb. 17.

In addition to the polling of faculty, a preliminary polling of the Student Affairs Kathleen Rice is, at Duggan's request, gathering information from other colleges of similar size about their parietals situation.

According to Rice, preliminary data shows that the majority of colleges of size comparable to St. Mary's are slightly more liberal, most with visitation on weekends and nightly.

"The important thing to remember is that we just want to extend the present policy to be more liberal with the reality of student social life. We are not trying to implement a new policy," Rice emphasized.

"I do agree in principle with an extension of parietals until 2 a.m. on Fridays and Saturdays during the months of February and March, and a fever.

The Student Health Center officials have already rung up the call to action for students bringing the virus back to campus. They will now have one week to make their individual decisions and return them to the administration.

A final decision concerning the proposed extension of St. Mary's parietals until 2 a.m. on Fridays and Saturdays during the months of February and March, and a fever.

The infirmary has reported that the majority of students have already gone into voluntary isolation, as the campus dorms were packed with students by Wednesday afternoon.

In trying to pinpoint the actual time of the flu outbreak, infirmary officials and dorm rectors all agree that it first became apparent last Monday. Since then, it has been spreading quickly, affecting students to various degrees.

Rukavina revealed that the Student Health Center officials had been anticipating the outbreak for some time.

"We have been watching the situation carefully and have been preparing for it," she said.

She added that, "the flu had already spread across the country, enhancing the possibility of any number of students bringing the virus back in the group-living situation which exists here."

Confusion to the dorms because of the blizzard increased the chances of the viruses becoming widely distributed, Rukavina said.

One consultant noted that the Student Health Center officials predict that each person's bout with the bug will not exceed three to four days. In the meantime, Rukavina has stressed the importance of staying warm, eating well, getting plenty of sleep and visiting the infirmary at the first sign of any sickness.

Ending the festival on Saturday, Feb. 11 at 8 p.m. in the ACC is a Disco Fashion Show, sponsored by Paul Harris. Casual Corner, J. Boggins and Josephs. Tickets are $2.50 in advance and $3.00 at the door, and can be purchased from Sandy Broxhoury (1285). There will be an open bar and a dance party after the show. Hardy said she and her co-chairwoman, MoniqueSpan, have planned to schedule different perspectives on black life in accordance with this year's theme, "Perspectives on Black America.

Many, many thanks to all of the full-time employees, supervisors and student employees of the Dining Halls who worked many extra hours during the snow emergency in order to provide meals for us.

Your dedication is greatly appreciated!!!
Child abuse bill passed by House

INDIANAPOLIS [AP] A child abuse bill that was four years in the making cleared the Indiana House on Tuesday, along with a measure outlawing child pornography.

Rep. Dennis Avery (D-Indianaville), who has introduced the child abuse bill every year since he entered the House in 1975, said: "I think Indiana should come down hard on people who abuse their children."

The measure, H.R. 1142, expands the definition of abuse to include neglect and sexual molestation. It establishes a child protection service in each county to investigate substantiated instances of child abuse and provides that persons who in good faith report suspected abuse cases shall be immune from civil or criminal liability.

It was approved 94-2, with Reps. James R. Hoffa as president of the house and 74 other representatives in the majority. The other two representatives are Daniel Shanon, the fund's current administrator, and Alvin Baron, the former asset manager who is under criminal indictment in Chicago for alleged involvement in kickbacks. Union officials named in the suit along with Fitzsimmons were vice presidents Roy Williams, Chicago; Robert Holmes, Detroit; Joseph W. Morgan, Atlanta; Jackie Presser of Cleveland; Presser's father, William, a former vice president; Donald Peters of Chicago, head of the union's biggest local; Frank H. Ramsey of Nashville, and Walter W. Teague of Auburndale, Fla. Williams and Jackie Presser are regarded as possible heirs to Fitzsimmons.

Foghat concert tix now on sale at Student Union and ACC

Tickets for the Feb. 27 Foghat concert went on sale at 9 this morning at both the Student Union and ACC ticket offices. There was no lottery for the tickets.

The Student Union has allotted only 600 tickets, considerably less than the usual 1700, for the concert. The Student Union Ticket Office will be open until 4 p.m. today and from 12 to 4 p.m. tomorrow.

The fact that The MBA calculator was designed for business professionals is a great reason for buying one while you're a student.

We designed The MBA to help professionals arrive at fast, accurate answers to a broad range of business and financial problems. The same ones you'll face in your business classes.

Interest, annuities, accounting, finance, bond analysis, real estate, statistics, marketing, forecasting, quantitative methods and more course applications are in your hands with The MBA.

This powerful calculator also features preprogrammed functions that let you perform more difficult calculations at the touch of a key. Instantly. Accurately. You may also enter your own programs up to 32 steps long, saving significant time if you're redoing repetitive coursework problems.

The MBA comes with an illustrated text, "Calculator Analysis for Business and Finance." This new guide shows you how simple calculator analysis can be with The MBA calculator. It's 288 pages of understandable, easy-to-follow reading. And it's coupled to "Computer Analysis and Business Applications," which shows you how the basic models help professionals arrive at fast, accurate answers to a broad range of business and financial problems. The same ones you'll face in your business classes.

For details, see your local Texas Instruments representative.
Nazareth pulled into town the other night to play some of their high voltage rock and roll at the Morris Civic. Although the concert was sold out and exciting, it was not nearly as much fun as talking to Peter Agnew, bassist and one of the founders of Nazareth. "Come in, come in boys," Peter said in his thick Scottish brogue as he waved us into his hotel room. "You'll have to excuse me for my appearance lads," he continued as he shook our hands. "But I just got out of the shower and in the rush to get ready I spilled myself under the mouthwash and me mouth with the bleedin' deodorant. So just hold on a bit while I finish my esc."

It was a most inauspicious introduction to a member of a major rock band like Nazareth but then Peter Agnew is not your ordinary rock luminary. What he is, is a wonderfully engaging Scotsman who enjoys talking almost as much as playing Nazareth's "old fart rock" as he calls it. "Really mates, we're just your typical kids was going nuts and lookin' at us like we were missing the second coming..."

"And the crazies," Pete grins and points to his head, "the crazies are amazing difficult life but it can be an interesting profitable work on special projects or merely vacation as a top concert attraction. They cannot be compared to a Roman emperor admiring his legions from the palace wall and then jumping back down to stage front to belt out "Razamanaz," an explosive piece that is perhaps Nazareth's most effective composition. 

"As for Kiss," he continues, "We first played with them when they were first starting and we had never seen them before. They were opening for us and BOC and I saw then come on and my jaw just dropped. These guys with blood and fire dripping from their mouth you know. It's frightening. So I ran back stage and got Darrel, our drummer, and I say 'I'll bet you have to see this, it's unbelievable, unbelievable.' So I take Darrel out and we both just break up. We figured with those outfits they would either make it very big or bong on their asses. Well of course you know the rest lads," Pete shakes his head, "I mean we were used and everything but, but their finale is their opening act. Smoke bombs and bolts and the like and it just doesn't quit. Hits you right over the head."

Well if Kiss and Black Sabbath aren't the type of bands the members of Nazareth enjoy listening to, just who do they listen to? "Oh, groups like Crazy Horse, softer rock. Emily Lou Harris. Anything by Miss Harris. I even bought the Parsons... Gram Parsons lp just because Emmy sang back up vocals."

This revelation really isn't very surprising when you stop to realize that Nazareth's first big hit in the U.S. was "Love Hurts," a plaintive, melodic piece. The single, taken from the Hair of the Dog lp, was released in 1975 and consolidated Nazareth's international success. It was a big hit in Europe as well as England resulting in a headlining tour in countries like Sweden, Finland, Germany and the U.S. and England. Nazareth's Peter Agnew made the transition from lead singer to bassist and the group has benefited from it. (photos by Sam Cianelli)

Nazareth played a solid, well-rehearsed set mixing their more popular numbers with newer material from their recently released album Expect No Mercy.

Opening the show was Point Blank, a hard core competent band who play well but possess little imagination. Their greatest strength is their lead singer but with such tripe mangled and hackneyed arrangements his vocal delivery is wasted. Point Blank has improved over the course of two lps; their playing is lighter than their songs are more melodic but they are really nothing more than your average Southern boogie band.

Nazareth took the stage to a rousing reception which quickly turned to a roar as the bright red letters of their logo lit up at the front of the stage. Charlton and Agnew set up a crunching, rhythmic mix that built to a crescendo as Dan McCafferty exulted in the stage in a haze of smoke. Charlton and Agnew continued to play off one another as they launched into "Telegram" which could almost be considered their signature song. It concerns the trials and travails of a steadily gigging unit like Nazareth of how they become dehumanized in their quest for success. Midway through the number McCafferty made the band's signature song over to the other three members of the band as to emphasize the fact that it wasn't just the singer that was in this: it was the entire band.

Suddently, the band was playing the Byrds classic, "So You Want To Be A Rock & Roll Star" with McCafferty as an inspired lead singer. "And you know we come back a year and a half later and you could almost be considered their signature song for success. Midway through the number McCafferty made the band's signature song over to the other three members of the band as to emphasize the fact that it wasn't just the singer that was in this: it was the entire band.

Perhaps the most surprising moment in the concert came when Peter and Manny picked up acoustic guitars and the band played "Vigilante Blues" and "Cocaine". Perhaps the most surprising moment in the concert came when Peter and Manny picked up acoustic guitars and the band played "Vigilante Blues" and "Cocaine". Both numbers were effectively and compellingly performed with a radio-friendly sound added by Agnew, and some nice acoustic slide work by Charlton.

The tape was played down a bit for "Do For You". "And you know we come back a year and a half later and you could almost be considered their signature song for success. Midway through the number McCafferty made the band's signature song over to the other three members of the band as to emphasize the fact that it wasn't just the singer that was in this: it was the entire band."

The band slowed things down a bit for "Do For You". There was a number well handled by McCafferty but wasted little time in getting into "Changing Times," a raq, explosive piece that is perhaps Nazareth's most effective composition. Full of dramatic pauses, it allows the singer to hysterically vent his frustration until his voice gradually fades away. The band then takes some frenetic breaks, picking up the volume as they do.
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Checking student I.D.'s in the dining halls which was installed this semester, has met with a mixed reaction from students, many of whom claim that it has only multiplied the problems it was meant to solve.

The Observer spoke with a number of students waiting in line at the South Dining Hall last week. For the most part, the comments made about the new system were unfavorable. Junior Vince Cipolla stated, "It takes longer to insert the I.D. card and wait for the computer's validation than to merely glance at a number and check it."

Bill Casazza, a first year M.B.A. student, noticed that it used to be a longer wait after the I.D.'s were checked and before the meal was served. Now the wait comes prior to the I.D. check. Thus the "different place where the congestion is may indicate that the problem lies with the checking," Casazza stated.

Other comments included: "It's raising tuition!" "Everything's becoming too computerized!" and "I think it will eventually break down." Several students said they felt the lines were noticeably slower, while about the same number noticed no difference at all. As one student pointed out, "The food can be served only so fast, anyhow." Junior Steve Gray was happy with the new system, as he has discovered that a student "no longer needs a co-op ticket to switch dining halls."

Edmund Price, director of Food Services, stated that he is happy with the new system. Although he has heard some negative remarks about it, he said he has received no official complaints. Price commented that the system is efficient in that it saves both time and labor. Previously, the dining hall staff had to perform the tedious task of double-checking the numbered sheets after every meal. This involved cross-checking in excess of twenty sheets in the South Dining Hall alone. The new system makes this no longer necessary.

Price admitted that the new system was costly, saying, "We have spent about $2 million on computer equipment." Price implied that "the savings were not only realized through the computerization of the system, but also in that the meal privilege, money will be saved."

When asked the consequences of forgetting an I.D., Price simply replied, "No one should forget their I.D." He explained that instituting an alternative in such an instance would lead to carelessness on the part of the student. He indicated, however, that in some extreme circumstances the checkers would probably admit the student without sending him back to his room for his I.D.

In answer to the problem of lengthy lines, Price pointed out that if all the students come to a meal at the same time, there is simply no way to serve them all quickly. He also explained that if the dining hall staff pushed themselves to their limit whenever the lines were long, the students would continue to gather for meals in unreasonable numbers, expecting prompt service all the time. If the workers maintain a reasonable pace, the students may learn to arrive at the dining halls at more varied hours, somewhat alleviating the problem, Price said.

How Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics gives you a competitive edge in school.

School at any level means reading...lots of it. Keeping up with thousands of pages can take a heavy toll in time and energy and grades. If you're typical, you read 150 to 350 words a minute. But how do you get ahead of the rest?

Evelyn Wood can triple your reading rate and improve your comprehension and study skills.

Hundreds of thousands of students use the Reading Dynamics Method. They find reading less of a chore. Concentration and retention improve, which can lead to better grades. A competitive edge is important...too important for you to delay.

Prove it to yourself today!

Whether you're thinking of grad school or the job market, or if you want to keep up with course reading today, let Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics give you a competitive edge.

In fact Evelyn Wood guarantees that you will triple your reading rate if you follow the course correctly, or your full tuition refunded. That's our competitive edge.
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To enroll or for additional information call Pam Modica collect (312) 236 - 1996
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Carter defends position concerning Canal treaty

[continued from p. 1]

"The answer is yes," he declared, saying the agreement with Panama isn't only for this but that defeate also is spelled out in a statement of understanding he negotiated last August with Panamanian leader Omar Torrijos - a statement that treaty backers plan to incorporate into the accord.

"I would not hesitate to deploy whatever armed forces are necessary to defend the canal," Carter asserted, "and I have no doubt that even in sustained combat we would win, but I doubt that we would win quickly." However, he argued that ratification would actu- ally lessen the possibility of armed conflict by transferring Panama "from a passive and restless state into an active and interested and participative one, which will substantially improve the chances of peacefulness and cooperation." Carter also challenged arguments that surrender of the canal to Panama after the year 2000 would be a "power vacuum" in the area. On the contrary, he said the treaty would "increase our nation's influence in this hemisphere, will help to reduce any mistrust and disagreement and will remove a major source of anti-American feeling."

"Asking that the United States would pay Panama to take the canal," Carter said there would be U.S. government payments. "Under the new treaty, payments to Panama will come from tolls paid by ships which use the canal," he stated.

The president noted that the treaty has the strong backing of his Republican predecessor, Gerald Ford, and has been endorsed by Senate Republican Leader Howard Baker of Tennessee, former Secretaries of State Dean Rusk and Henry Kissinger, every member of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and an overwhelming majority of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, which has cleared it for floor debate.

Correction about fasting program

Yesterday's Observer was incor- rect to when the pledge forms for the Hunger Coalition's Wed- nesday evening fasting program were due.

Last night was not the night to sign anyone up for fasting programs. The sign-up date has been moved to Wednesday, Feb. 8, with the first night of fasting beginning on Wednesday, Feb. 15. This change came after students' research on the Blizzard which prevented the Hunger Coalition from handing out the pledge forms printed.

Lyons Hall sponsors Happy Hour

Lyons Hall will sponsor a Happy Hour at the library from 3 to 6 p.m. tomorrow. Beers will sell for 25 cents and mixed drinks for 50 cents.

YOUR EDUCATION DOESN'T STOP HERE

Your education doesn't stop with a baccalaureate degree. It begins then. Once you have the baccalaureate degree, you will gain valuable experience and really discover what is all about to serve you in college...

Take the Air Force for example. As a commissioned officer you'll be honored executive responsibility on your very first job. You'll meet people and complex systems. You'll be expected to perform well, and you'll be paid well, too. It's worth working for.

You can get free through the Force RGFPC program. In fact, we have a wonderful plan that will not only pay for all tuition, books and lab fees. And that will free you to concentrate on your studies so you can really perform well for where you're headed.

Check it out. Find out how you can get into a "graduate" program, like the Air Force. It's a great way to start your career, and possibly find your formal education extended at the Force, too.

ST. MARY'S COMMUNITY INTERESTED IN BE­ LIEVING THE GOD OF KARATE AND SELF DEFENCE TO ATTEND AN

introductory meeting at the A.C.C. (Auxiliary Gym) on Thursday, February 2 at 6.00pm.

ALSO, PERSONS WITH PRIOR EXPERIENCE IN THE MARTIAL ARTS ARE ENCOURAGED TO TRY OUT FOR THE NEWLY FORMED INTER-COL­ LEGIATE TEAM.

CLASSIFIEDS

FOR RENT

For rent used school year - two room two bath furnished just a couple blocks from campus, good neighborhood, size includes living and kitchen, and 2nd bedroom with furnature. Call 271-9004.

LOST & FOUND

Lost: Maroon ski jacket at Library Bar before the prom present. Reward. Call Kevin 995.

Found: Silver wire-frame glasses outside ACC, before Maryland game. Call 1475.

Lost: Round 16k gold medal. Size of a quarter but face it's wide with a grain of rice. About a gold fishbowl. Lost Thursday night between Fisher 5 and Nacho's. Reward: 10,000. Call Mike 3091.

Found: A track wallet behind Lyons Hall by the Bell on Tuesday. Enclosed are an ACC Library card. Call to identify at 1715.

For rent next school year - two nice 3-4 bedroom quadlevel; family room with professionally landscaped; 5 minutes halfway house facility. Overnight stay available. Call 8982.

For rent - one, two or three female roommates available. Call 4 DePaul tix - together or 2 pairs. Call John at George 1248.


FOR SALE

4-3 bedroom quadrangle; family room with fireplace, stove, refrigerator, dishwasher, furniture, custom-made drapes; professionally landscaped; 5 minutes from Notre Dame. Low 50's. Call after 6 p.m. 272-5306.

19.6 Coachman Travel Trailer; like-new price. Call Russ at 8772.

3-4 bedroom quadrangle; family room with fireplace, stove, refrigerator, dishwasher, furniture, custom-made drapes; professionally landscaped; 5 minutes from Notre Dame. Low 50's. Call after 6 p.m. 272-5306.

19.6 Coachman Travel Trailer; like-new price. Call Russ at 8772.

BIC 981 turntable, only 3 months old. $19.6. Call 3058.

Pair Fisher two-way speakers. Good available. Call 8982.

Full color Cotton Bowl pictures now available. Call 8980.

BSR turntable with walnut base, dust­cover. $330.00. Call after 2 p.m. 272-5306.


FOR TRADE

I need several Marquette tickets. Call Brian at 277-5640.

Need Marquette tickets. Will pay your price. Call Ron at 8727.

I am interested in purchasing a bunch of tickets for ND vs. Marquette game. Call John 271-9004.


NEED STUDENTS FOR SHORT-TERM, PART-TIME EMPLOYMENT WITH THE AMERICAN LUNG ASSOCIATION. Must have own transportation. $2.65 hr. plus gas. 287-2321.

EDUCATION

Your education doesn't stop with a baccalaureate degree. It begins then. Once you have the baccalaureate degree, you will gain valuable experience and really discover what is all about to serve you in college...

Take the Air Force for example. As a commissioned officer you'll be honored executive responsibility on your very first job. You'll meet people and complex systems. You'll be expected to perform well, and you'll be paid well, too. It's worth working for.

You can get free through the Force RGFPC program. In fact, we have a wonderful plan that will not only pay for all tuition, books and lab fees. And that will free you to concentrate on your studies so you can really perform well for where you're headed.

Check it out. Find out how you can get into a "graduate" program, like the Air Force. It's a great way to start your career, and possibly find your formal education extended at the Force, too.

ST. MARY'S COMMUNITY INTERESTED IN BELIEVING THE GOD OF KARATE AND SELF DEFENCE TO ATTEND AN

introductory meeting at the A.C.C. (Auxiliary Gym) on

Thursday, February 2 at 6.00pm.

ALSO, PERSONS WITH PRIOR EXPERIENCE IN THE MARTIAL ARTS ARE ENCOURAGED TO TRY OUT FOR THE NEWLY FORMED INTER-COLLEGIATE TEAM.

Judo Club will be meeting Monday's, 6:30-8:00, ACC wrestling pit, starting Feb. 13. Trainer session (5 classes) starts Feb. 1. Call Curt, 8711 for more info.

MKB. Congratulations on your 650! But mostly, thanks for being around.

Cheryl Butts, you live every minute of every day. I defy you. SCHOLASTIC'S Positions open with the production starts. Writers meeting 7:30 p.m. Mon. 5:30 p.m. Wed. Feb. 8. Be there!

Attention March Grass Dealer! Dealer's contest will be held today in (Ames, 7:00 p.m. Holy Cross (SMC), 7:45 p.m. McCord's, 8:30 p.m. Regina, 9:15 p.m. All prospective dealers and money holders must attend.

Hey Dink (CB16) - Your very own Penan - see below

It's my turn to have the lights adjusted on St. Mary's Road. EMB-444.
Norse Dame's basketball squad pointed out Saturday in a 95-90, at the expense of LaSalle's, Explorers to demonstrate that it was hardly an artistic success. The Irish defense, which according to Coach John Wooden, most outstanding game of the season, was at stake in the win over the Explorers. Notre, had little to distinguish itself from the opposition. High scorer Michael Brooks riddled Notre Dame for 39 points.

Dame for 39 points, the previously injured Bill Cartwright at San Francisco makes the Dons a once-beaten, is this season's San Francisco, assuming the driver's seat part of the second half only to squander those leads into cliff-hanging both Villanova and UCLA, the Irish gained double-digit leads in the early against Maryland. Up until that contest, the Irish had not shown the strength of the Notre Dame running exactly the same as they did last winter. Kentucky, although able-bodied opponent. With tough games still to come against Holy difficult trips down the court before consecutive baskets by Bunning and Batton made the score 37-33, and the visiting Irish were in front to stay.

A balanced Notre Dame attack hired the lead to ten points, 52-42, and it appeared that the Irish would win the on the verge of breaking the game open early. Again, however, was sensational sophomore Brooks who kept LaSalle within striking distance. At one point back with teammate Kurt Kansakie to b o r e the Notre Dame defense by an easy fast break, Brooks powered inside for a three-point play, and the Irish lead was sliced to 52-47.

Dame led 57-45 at the intermission, and by the 16:00 mark of the second half, the Irish were on top by 14, thanks to the hot shooting of Williams and Tripucka, who were in six quick points in the early going of the second half.

The Explorers deficit reached 71-57 before LaSalle began to claw its way back into the game, sparked by reserve center Michael Brooks riddled Notre Dame for 39 points.

In the immortal words of Engineer Scott on Star Trek - "It's never been done before," and "It's been a school capturing both the national championships in football and basketball in the same year. For Notre Dame to have an opportunity to become the first school to earn such an honor we will have to do something they've never done before."

In neither NCAA tournament appearances dating back to 1953, Notre Dame has never survived the regionals to reach the national semi-finals. Only one Notre Dame player has scored more than 20 points in a game, the previous season, and the Irish have been in the same year. For Notre Dame to have an opportunity to become the first school to earn such an honor we will have to do something they've never done before.

There are many pretenders for the national title this year as things are looking good for the Irish. But the return of the previously injured Bill Cartwright at San Francisco makes the Dons a once-beaten, is this season's San Francisco, assuming the driver's seat part of the second half only to squander those leads into cliff-hanging both Villanova and UCLA, the Irish gained double-digit leads in the early against Maryland. Up until that contest, the Irish had not shown the strength of the Notre Dame running exactly the same as they did last winter. Kentucky, although able-bodied opponent. With tough games still to come against Holy difficult trips down the court before consecutive baskets by Bunning and Batton made the score 37-33, and the visiting Irish were in front to stay.

A balanced Notre Dame attack hired the lead to ten points, 52-42, and it appeared that the Irish would win the on the verge of breaking the game open early. Again, however, was sensational sophomore Brooks who kept LaSalle within striking distance. At one point back with teammate Kurt Kansakie to b o r e the Notre Dame defense by an easy fast break, Brooks powered inside for a three-point play, and the Irish lead was sliced to 52-47.

Dame led 57-45 at the intermission, and by the 16:00 mark of the second half, the Irish were on top by 14, thanks to the hot shooting of Williams and Tripucka, who were in six quick points in the early going of the second half.

The Explorers deficit reached 71-57 before LaSalle began to claw its way back into the game, sparked by reserve center Michael Brooks riddled Notre Dame for 39 points.

In the immortal words of Engineer Scott on Star Trek - "It's never been done before," and "It's been a school capturing both the national championships in football and basketball in the same year. For Notre Dame to have an opportunity to become the first school to earn such an honor we will have to do something they've never done before."

In neither NCAA tournament appearances dating back to 1953, Notre Dame has never survived the regionals to reach the national semi-finals. Only one Notre Dame player has scored more than 20 points in a game, the previous season, and the Irish have been in the same year. For Notre Dame to have an opportunity to become the first school to earn such an honor we will have to do something they've never done before.

There are many pretenders for the national title this year as things are looking good for the Irish. But the return of the previously injured Bill Cartwright at San Francisco makes the Dons a once-beaten, is this season's San Francisco, assuming the driver's seat part of the second half only to squander those leads into cliff-hanging both Villanova and UCLA, the Irish gained double-digit leads in the early against Maryland. Up until that contest, the Irish had not shown the strength of the Notre Dame running exactly the same as they did last winter. Kentucky, although able-bodied opponent. With tough games still to come against Holy difficult trips down the court before consecutive baskets by Bunning and Batton made the score 37-33, and the visiting Irish were in front to stay.

A balanced Notre Dame attack hired the lead to ten points, 52-42, and it appeared that the Irish would win the on the verge of breaking the game open early. Again, however, was sensational sophomore Brooks who kept LaSalle within striking distance. At one point back with teammate Kurt Kansakie to b o r e the Notre Dame defense by an easy fast break, Brooks powered inside for a three-point play, and the Irish lead was sliced to 52-47.

Dame led 57-45 at the intermission, and by the 16:00 mark of the second half, the Irish were on top by 14, thanks to the hot shooting of Williams and Tripucka, who were in six quick points in the early going of the second half.

The Explorers deficit reached 71-57 before LaSalle began to claw its way back into the game, sparked by reserve center Michael Brooks riddled Notre Dame for 39 points.

In the immortal words of Engineer Scott on Star Trek - "It's never been done before," and "It's been a school capturing both the national championships in football and basketball in the same year. For Notre Dame to have an opportunity to become the first school to earn such an honor we will have to do something they've never done before."

In neither NCAA tournament appearances dating back to 1953, Notre Dame has never survived the regionals to reach the national semi-finals. Only one Notre Dame player has scored more than 20 points in a game, the previous season, and the Irish have been in the same year. For Notre Dame to have an opportunity to become the first school to earn such an honor we will have to do something they've never done before.